GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
ST & SC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

No. 9639 /SSD Bhubaneswar Dt. 27.5.2016
PCR-(C)-06/2015 (Pt)

From
Sri Ramesh Ch. Sai
Director, SC Welfare

To
All RDCs/ All Heads of Department/ All Collectors/ All DWOs.

Sub.: Reiteration of the instructions on streamlining the procedure for verification of claims of candidates belonging to SCs/ STs & OBC for purpose of appointment for posts/ services regarding.

Sir,

I am directed to send herewith a copy of letter No.36011/1/2012-Estt (Res) dt.14.03.2016 of Ministry of personnel public Grievance & pension, Government of India on the subject noted above and to say that the Government of India Ministry of personnel & public Grievance & pension (Department of personnel & Training Establishment Reservation), New Delhi have requested to issue instruction to District magistrate/ District Collectors/ Deputy Commissioner to ensure at their own level the veracity of Caste Certificate so that unscrupulous/ non SC/ST/OBC persons prevented from securing jobs meant for SCs/ STs/ OBCs by producing false certificates.

2. Owing to difficulties faced by the candidates belonging to these reserved communities in securing employment due to delays in obtaining caste certificates, Government of India, Ministry of personnel Public Grievance & pension (Department of P & TER) vide an Office Memorandum of even number dt.08.10.2015 has reiterated the instruction on providing provisional appointment to such reserved category candidates who are unable to obtain an appropriate caste certificate in time. It has been reiterated there in that where a candidate belonging to SC/ST or OBC is unable to produce a certificate from any of the

PTO
prescribed authorities he/ she may be appointed provisionally on the basis of whatever prima-facie proof he/ she is able to produce in support of his/ her claim subject to his/ her furnishing the prescribed certificate within a reasonable time. If there is genuine difficulty in his/ her obtaining a certificate, the appointing authority should itself verify his/ her claim through the Dist. Magistrate concerned (Copy of the OM enclosed).

3. In order to ensure that the candidates belonging to reserved categories do not face unnecessary problem in obtaining caste certificates, it is requested that instruction issued to the concerned authorities in the light of the aforementioned letter dt.20.03.2007 (enclosed) may be reiterated for information/ compliance of all concerned.

4. It is also requested that in order to discourage unscrupulous activities, the State Government may consider issue of appropriate instruction for initiating disciplinary proceedings against officers who default in timely verification of caste certificates or who issue false certificates.

This may be treated as Most Urgent.

Yours faithfully,

Director, SC Welfare

Memo No. 9649/SSD Date 27.6.2016
Copy forwarded to the All Officers/ All Sections of ST & SC Development Department for information.

Director, SC Welfare

Memo No. 9641/SSD Date 27.6.2016
Copy with copy of the enclosure forwarded to the Commissioner-cum-Director, SCST RTI, CRP Square, Bhubaneswar for information.
No. 36011/1/2012-Estt.(Res.)
Government of India
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions
Department of Personnel and Training
Establishment Reservation – I Section

Dated March 14, 2016

North Block, New Delhi-110 001

To,
The Chief Secretaries of all States/UTs

Subject:
Reiteration of the instructions on streamlining the procedure for verification of claims of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes for purpose of appointment to posts/services – regarding

Madam/Sir,

I am directed to refer to this Department’s letter no. 36022/1/2007—Estt. (Res.) dated 20.03.2007 addressed to Chief Secretaries of all States/UTs (copy enclosed) regarding streamlining of the process for verification of claims of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes (SCs), Scheduled Tribes (STs) and Other Backward Classes (OBCs). It was also requested to issue instructions to District Magistrates/District Collectors/ Deputy Commissioners to ensure at their own level the veracity of caste certificates so that unscrupulous non-SC/ST/OBC persons are prevented from securing jobs meant for SCs/STs/OBCs by producing false certificates.

2. Owing to difficulties faced by candidates belonging to these reserved communities in various states in securing employment due to delays in obtaining caste certificates, this Department, vide an Office Memorandum of even number dated 08.10.2015, has reiterated the instructions on provisionally appointment to such reserved category candidates who are unable to obtain an appropriate caste certificate in time. It has been reiterated therein that where a candidate belonging to a Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe or Other Backward Class is unable to produce a certificate from any of the prescribed authorities, he/she may be appointed provisionally on the basis of whatever prima-facie proof he/she is able to produce in support of his/her claim, subject to his/her furnishing the prescribed certificate within a reasonable time. If there is genuine difficulty in his/her obtaining a certificate, the appointing authority should itself verify his/her claim through the District Magistrate concerned. A copy of the OM is enclosed for reference and perusal.

Copy: Pr. Secty.
Cd. Deptt.

22/2
Chief Secretary,
Odisha

Us Coordination
3. In order to ensure that the candidates belonging to reserved categories do not face unnecessary problems in obtaining caste certificates, it is requested that instructions issued to the concerned authorities in the light of the aforementioned letter dated 20.03.2007 may be reiterated for information/compliance of all concerned.

4. It is also advised that in order to discourage unscrupulous activities, State Governments/UTs may consider issue of appropriate instructions for initiating disciplinary proceedings against the errant officers who default in timely verification of caste certificates or who issue false certificates.

End: as above

Yours faithfully,

(G. Srinivasan)
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India

Copy to:

Dir, NIC, DOPT - for placing it on the website of this Department for information of all concerned.
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions
Department of Personnel & Training

New Delhi, dated: the 25th March, 2007

To

The Chief Secretaries of all
States/Union Territories

Subject: Verification of claims of candidates to belong to
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other
Backward Classes.

Sir,

It has been brought to the notice of this Department that some
candidates manage to secure employment under the Government
against the vacancies reserved for SCs/STs/OBCs on the basis of
false/forged caste/community certificates. It is a serious matter
which can only be tackled with the cooperation of the State
Governments.

2. Instructions issued by this Department require the appointing
authorities to verify the caste status of SC/ST/OBC candidates at the
time of initial appointment. Accordingly, the concerned appointing
authorities, at the time of initial appointment of SC/ST/OBC
candidates against vacancies reserved for them, make a request to the
concerned district authorities to certify the veracity of
caste/community certificate produced by the candidate. Many a time,
the district authorities take unduly long time to respond. Where
verification is not completed in time, the candidates are given
appointment on provisional basis pending verification of their caste
status. Some candidates continue to hold the post on the basis of
false/forged certificates in the absence of proper response from district
authorities. Chances of collusion of the candidate with some
unscrupulous employee(s) at the district level cannot also be ruled out.
I am directed to request you to streamline the system so that the unscrupulous non-SC/ST/OBC persons are prevented from securing jobs meant for SCs/STs/OBCs by producing false certificates. It would be appreciated if you could issue instructions to the District Magistrates/District Collectors/Deputy Commissioners of the districts to the effect that they should ensure at their own level that veracity of the caste/community certificate referred to the district authorities, as stated above, is verified and reported to the appointing authority within one month of receipt of request from such authority. In order to rule out collusion between candidates holding false/forged certificate and employees at the district level or sub-district level, disciplinary proceedings may be initiated against officers who default in timely verification of caste status in such cases or issue false certificates.

Yours faithfully,

(R. Ramanujam)
Joint Secretary
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Reiteration of the instructions on verification of claims of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes for purpose of appointment to posts/services.

The undersigned is directed to say that as per extant instructions where a candidate belonging to a Scheduled Caste (SC), Scheduled Tribe (ST) and Other Backward Classes (OBC) is unable to produce a certificate from any of the prescribed authorities, he/she may be appointed provisionally on the basis of whatever prima-facie proof he/she is able to produce in support of his/her claim subject to his/her furnishing the prescribed certificate within a reasonable time. Instructions have been issued vide DoPT's letter No.36022/1/2007-Estt.(Res.) dated 20.3.2007 to the Chief Secretaries of all States/UTs for streamlining the system of verification of caste certificates so that unscrupulous non-SC/ST/OBC persons are prevented from securing jobs meant for SCs/STs/OBCs by producing false certificates. Timely and effective verification of caste status is necessary so that the benefit of reservation and other scheme of concessions etc. go only to the rightful claimants.

2. In this regard, attention is invited to the instructions contained in the following Office Memoranda/Orders issued by this Department from time to time. A copy each of the Office Memoranda is enclosed:-

(i) OM No. 36019/7/75-Estt. (SCT) dated 31.10.1975
(ii) OM No. 36011/16/80 – Estt. (SCT) dated 27.02.1981
(iv) OM No. 36012/6/88-Estt.(SCT) dated 24.4.1990

3. Instances have been brought to the notice of this Department that despite the aforesaid instructions, the appointments of the candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC communities are withheld/delayed due to pending caste certificates verification.

contd/-
4. It is, therefore, reiterated that in the situation where a candidate belonging to a Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Other Backward Classes is unable to produce a certificate from any of the prescribed authorities, he/she may be appointed provisionally on the basis of whatever prima-facie proof he/she is able to produce in support of his/her claim subject to his/her furnishing the prescribed certificate within a reasonable time and if there is genuine difficulty in his/her obtaining a certificate, the appointing authority should itself verify his/her claim through the District Magistrate concerned.

5. All Ministries/Departments are requested to bring the contents of this O.M. to the notice of all concerned.

(G. Srinivasan)
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India

To:

1. The Secretaries of all Ministries/Departments of the Government of India.
2. Department of Financial Services, New Delhi
3. Department of Public Enterprises, New Delhi
4. Railway Board, Ministry of Railways, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi
5. Union Public Service Commission/Supreme Court of India/Election Commission of India/Lok Sabha Secretariat/Rajya Sabha Secretariat/Cabinet Secretariat/Central Vigilance Commission/President’s Secretariat/Prime Minister’s Office/Planning Commission
6. Staff Selection Commission, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi
7. Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi
8. National Commission for SCs/National Commission for STs, Lok Nayak Bhawan, New Delhi
11. Information and Facilitation Center, DoPT, North Block, New Delhi
12. Director, ISTM, Old JNU Campus, Olof Palme Marg, New Delhi 110067
13. NIC, DoPT – to upload the same on DoPT Website.
Government of Odisha
General Administration Department

Memo No. / Gen., Dated 31.03.2016
GAD-COOD-MISC-0141-2015

Copy of lettr No. 36011/1/2012-Estt(Res) dated 14.03.2016 of Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and pensions, GOI forwarded to all Departments for information and necessary action.

Under Secretary to Government

Memo No. / Gen., Dated 31.03.2016

Copy of lettr No. 36011/1/2012-Estt(Res) dated 14.03.2016 of Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and pensions, GOI forwarded to Field Estt. Section, GA Deptt., for information and necessary action.

Under Secretary to Government